July 18, 2018
BALLERS BOUNCE BACK IN BLOWOUT VERSUS ANKLE BREAKERS
In a battle of former NT Basketball teammates in the coaching ranks, it was Trevor Book and the
BALLERS who got the edge over Jordan Fox and the ANKLE BREAKERS Wednesday night, 48-30. The
victory came thanks to big performances from Jake Kish (12 points, 11 rebounds, 11 assists), Aaron
Quinn (10 points) and Brittany Day (6 points, 10 rebounds.)
The BALLERS came out to a 16-6 lead at the end of the first quarter with Kish scoring 8 of his 12
points along with 6 rebounds and 4 assists. Porter and Day scored a basket apiece while big-man Dylan
Froelich scored 4 of his 6 points on the night (also had 9 rebounds.) For the ANKLE BREAKERS, Alex
Antonacci, Bobby Bashor and Nicolas Moreno scored a basket apiece.
In the second quarter, the BALLERS extended their lead to double digits, 24-10, at the half. A
pair of put-back layups from Quinn and contributions from Porter (4 points total) and Chaleb Miller (8
points) were critical to extending their lead. Meanwhile, Moreno provided the lone scoring in the frame
for the ANKLE BREAKERS with a pair of put-back shots. He finished the game with 14 points and 11
rebounds.
In the third quarter, the BALLERS continued to find success from a variety of players with Day,
Kish, Miller, Quinn and Nash Rieselman all scoring inside the paint. For the ANKLE BREAKERS, Moreno
scored once again while teammate Antonacci scored 4 points. Fellow teammate Jacob Schiesser score a
basket as well. Heading into the fourth quarter, the score was 34-18, BALLERS.
By the time the ANKLE BREAKERS could get things going in the fourth quarter, it was too little,
too late as the BALLERS had another 14-point outing. Miller and Quinn scored 4 points apiece while Kish,
Froelich and Day had a basket apiece. For the ANKLE BREAKERS, Moreno scored 6 points while
Antonacci, Schiesser and Jordyn Mangold scored a basket apiece as well.

